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Welcome to the fifth edition of the Our Lady & St John Teaching and Learning Newsletter. The purpose of this newsletter
is to share excellent practice across the school. This Month’s Newsletter focus is Reflecting on what we have learned
from remote teaching and exploring which aspects may be useful to take back to the classroom. Thank you to all the
staff who have shared resources this month.

Watch Cold Calling: The #1 strategy for inclusive classrooms – remote and in person. Video by education consultant Tom

Sherrington.https://teacherhead.com/2021/02/07/cold-calling-the-1-strategy-for-inclusive-classrooms-remote-andin-person/

Read

Listen

A blog from the author of ‘Making Every Lesson Count’, Shaun Allison. This quick and easy to read blog has been
split into three sections: what we have tried, what we have learned, what we will keep.
https://classteaching.wordpress.com/2021/02/22/what-remote-learning-has-taught-us-about-explanation/
If you prefer your CPD on the move, then why not try a Podcast? Useful episodes include;
The SecED Education Podcast https://www.sec-ed.co.uk/knowledge-bank/the-seced-podcast-vulnerable-learners-covid-19march-8-school-reopening-catch-up-mental-health-wellbeing-coronavirus-looked-after-children/ also free on Spotify

The planning mat below comes from a tweet posted by @nikoncarevic to support teachers with their remote teaching. However, you will
notice that many of the points are also fundamental to strong classroom teaching. If you would like a larger copy click
https://twitter.com/nikoncarevic/status/1355953757926916099

Metacognition Corner
Teaching the children to talk to themselves metacognitively will enable our learners to self-regulate and go through the ‘Plan Monitor
and Evaluate’ process. Questions that have worked well recently when asking the children to translate sentences from Spanish into
English such as the following have been very useful:
What do I already know about this topic?
This word reminds me of…
Are there any cognates / near cognates? / What does this look like in my own language?
What are the steps I need to follow here?
Where did I get stuck when trying to translate last time?
Have a go at modelling this metacognitive talk with your pupils and see if this works with the tasks they tackle.

